American Direct's access control platform, AccessNsite, continues to be the most versatile platform in the industry. AccessNsite's priority lies in agnostic compatibility with a variety of industry-leading hardware brands. Today, American Direct is proud to announce a brand new integration with Alarm Lock products, by Napco Technologies, Inc.

With an initial emphasis on Alarm Lock's Networx gateways, this newly established integration focuses primarily on the Trilogy and ArchiTech hardware lines and locksets.

As a respected leader in the design and manufacturing of commercial door technology solutions for over four decades, Alarm Lock specializes in access and egress solutions for education, healthcare, government, airports, and mixed-use environments like multi-use commercial, retail, transportation and industrial facilities. With just one button and virtually no special training or knowledge required, faculty and/or students of all ages can simply press Trilogy's inside 'privacy' button to lock out unauthorized access, instantly locking-down a classroom or area, all while remaining safely within the room. Trilogy's lockdown function automatically disables free passage through the door and even locks out general PIN user codes whenever the privacy button is activated.

American Direct will continue to provide best-in-class options for clients around the United States who utilize a variety of hardware options to meet their exact needs through AccessNsite's technology capabilities. Safety and Security of all spaces, places, and people continues to drive the American Direct brand.

To learn more about this new integration or any of American Direct's other product and service offerings, join us at ISC West 2023 in Las Vegas, booth #8089.
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